OCTOBER
fear and play almost within touch. Acorns fall
from the oak with a crisp phut! on the leaves. At
each fall the little grey fellows cease their restless
games and sit up to listen, their tiny front legs
hanging at their grey chests, their boot-button eyes
very polished, their tails never still; twitching, arch-
ing. I watch their undulating whip-lash leaps over
the leaves, and I hear the crackle of their teeth
against an acorn as they sit up holding the nut in
their little hand-like paws, wobbling it against their
mouths. At a sudden sound they are gone, and I
see them for a minute spreadeagled against the
rough bark of a tree and I hear them moving over-
head in the safety of its boughs.
This is the time of the year for them, this time
of rich brown nuts. Nature spreads a lord mayor's
banquet beneath each tree for their busy hands to
find.
Long avenues of soft colour, the graceful fall of
a" leaf, grass just touched with the faint silver of dew
and a small sun, the colour of a pale yolk, hanging
in a haze . . . complete stillness . . . such perfect
stillness and such perfect peace.
Surely it was during autumn that man first
developed a sense of beauty. Surely the first artists
were born when man observed the flawless work-
manship of the woods, the thin-veined leaves, the
little brown polished nuts in their spiky coats, the
red berries, the fruits : the perfect craftsmanship of
nature.
There is a church-like hush in autumn woods,
an air of thanksgiving ; a solemn stillness in which
it seems there is * the Voice of the Lord God walking
in the garden*.
In a dark aisle of the trees are half a dozen children
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